Cost-effectiveness of club-foot treatment in low-income and middle-income countries by the Ponseti method
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ABSTRACT

Background: Club foot is a common congenital deformity affecting 150 000–200 000 children every year. Untreated patients end up walking on the side or back of the affected foot, with severe social and economic consequences. Club foot is highly treatable by the Ponseti method, a non-invasive technique that has been described as highly suitable for use in resource-limited settings. To date, there has been no evaluation of its cost-effectiveness ratio, defined as the cost of averting one disability-adjusted life year (DALY), a composite measure of the impact of premature death and disability. In this study, we aimed to calculate the average cost-effectiveness ratio of the Ponseti method for correcting club foot in sub-Saharan Africa.

Methods: Using data from 12 sub-Saharan African countries provided by the international non-profit organisation CURE Clubfoot, which implements several Ponseti treatment programmes around the world, we estimated the average cost of the point-of-care treatment for club foot in these countries. We divided the cost of treatment with the average number of DALYs that can be averted by the Ponseti treatment, assuming treatment is successful in 90% of patients.

Results: We found the average cost of the Ponseti treatment to be US$167 per patient. The average number of DALYs averted was 7.42, yielding a cost-effectiveness ratio of US$22.46 per DALY averted. To test the robustness of our calculation different variables were used and these yielded a cost range of US$5.28–29.75. This is less than a tenth of the cost of many other treatment modalities used in resource-poor settings today.

Conclusions: The Ponseti method for the treatment of club foot is cost-effective and practical in a low-income country setting. These findings could be used to raise the priority for implementing Ponseti treatment in areas where patients are still lacking access to the life-changing intervention.

INTRODUCTION

Club foot or congenital talipes equinovarus (CTEV) is one of the most common congenital musculoskeletal deformities, and occurs approximately in one in 800 live births.1–3 The vast majority of patients are found in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). Untreated CTEV can lead to severe deformity, but with timely and correct management it is curable.

CTEV is defined as an inward rotation of the foot, with four components: cavus, forefoot adductus, hind foot varus and equinus. Two of three patients occur in boys and in every other case, the condition affects both feet.1–3 The deformity causes patients to walk on the side or back of their feet leading to callus formation, and potential infections in the skin and bone. With severely hampered mobility, these patients are unable to work; thus, this deformity contributes not only to ill health but also to poverty.4–6
Several techniques are available to correct CTEV, and often involve invasive surgery. Since 1996, however, the non-surgical Ponseti method of correction has become increasingly popular, proving to be effective in more than 90% of patients. The technique encompasses gradual manipulation of the foot into the correct position through the aid of serial application of casts, generally followed by a percutaneous tenotomy of the Achilles tendon and a prolonged follow-up programme with foot abduction braces. Initially reserved for early correction of uncomplicated idiopathic patients, today the Ponseti method is being adapted for complex non-idiopathic patients and for patients presenting up to and beyond 2 years of age.

Widely implemented in high-income countries, the Ponseti method has been described as highly suitable for healthcare settings with scarce resources and is being increasingly used in LMICs as well. Today, programmes for training and implementation of CTEV treatment by using the Ponseti method are being implemented in most countries in the world, often with considerable success. A recent study by Shabtai and colleagues found evidence of the Ponseti treatment being offered in 113 of the 195 United Nations member states. However, 80 countries have no evidence of such activity, and in most countries the programmes do not cover all new patients. Many programmes are initiated or supported by international Non-governmental Organisations (NGOs) such as Ponseti International and CURE Clubfoot.

In spite of increasing political priority for addressing disabilities and a growing body of evidence establishing the Ponseti method as a feasible, effective and low-cost intervention, to the best of our knowledge, there are no published studies quantifying the cost-effectiveness of the method. The cost-effectiveness ratio, that is, the cost of averting one disability-adjusted life year (DALY), has been applied to over 300 treatment modalities for a range of conditions. The DALY is a measure used to calculate the number of years lost due to disability, ill-health or premature death. By calculating the cost of averting one year lost to disability due to CTEV, the cost-effectiveness of the Ponseti treatment can be compared to other conditions for which the same calculation has been carried out.

To fill in this knowledge gap, and to facilitate comparisons with other disease categories and treatment modalities, we aimed to calculate the cost of Ponseti treatment per DALY averted in the African continent using published data and cost estimates from the CURE Clubfoot programme in 12 countries in sub-Saharan Africa.

**METHODS**

To calculate the cost-effectiveness ratio of the Ponseti method for correction of CTEV, we first calculated the average cost of treatment and the average number of DALYs averted with treatment, and then derived a ratio between these two variables. We calculated separate cost-effectiveness ratios for unilateral and bilateral CTEV, as well as the average between the two. The latter gives a number that more closely resembles the actual situation in CTEV programmes where unilateral and bilateral patients are treated, with roughly equal frequency. This study adheres to the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards.

**Cost of treatment**

To calculate the average cost of treatment (in United States dollars, US$), we obtained data from the African regional office of CURE Clubfoot, an international NGO, on the average cost of treatment per patient for unilateral and bilateral CTEV within their programmes in Africa. The costs of staff and supplies were included, but cost of training, hospital infrastructure, administration and outreach, and communication activities were excluded as this varies significantly between countries. The costs of unilateral and bilateral CTEV were calculated separately, and an average of the two was calculated.

**Quantifying disability caused by CTEV**

To quantify the disability caused by CTEV, we calculated the number of DALYs attributable to CTEV. The DALY, extensively described elsewhere, is a composite measure of the number of years lost due to premature death and the number of years lost due to disability. Since CTEV does not directly lead to premature death, we focused exclusively on the latter.

The number of years lost due to disability is calculated using the so-called disability weight, a number between zero and one assigned to a number of conditions as part of the Global Burden of Disease study. Since the Global Burden of Disease study has yet to define a specific disability weight for CTEV, we used a disability weight of 0.231 for unilateral CTEV. This is the same as for untreated cleft palate, and has been used previously as a surrogate for CTEV. In the case of bilateral CTEV, however, we used the disability weight assigned to disability due to poliomyelitis as a surrogate, 0.369.

Finally, the disability weight is multiplied by the number of years lived with a condition to establish the number of healthy years lost to disability. In the case of CTEV—a life-long condition if left untreated—this corresponds to the full life expectancy of the studied population. In this case, we used the most recent available (2013) average life expectancy at birth in the WHO African Region. Accounting for the 2:1 male to female ratio among patients of CTEV, the average life expectancy in the infant patient population is 58 years.
These data were entered into a modified version of the WHO DALY calculation template. Following the WHO guidelines on cost-effectiveness analysis, we used 3% discounting, a factor that decreases the calculated value of future DALYs in an effort to balance the pursuit of future benefits with that of addressing more immediate needs. We took into consideration the fact that some 10% of treatments may not be successful in providing a permanent cure by adding a factor 0.9 to the final calculation. Separate DALY calculations were carried out for unilateral and bilateral CTEV, and an average of the two was derived.

**Cost-effectiveness ratio**

We calculated the cost-effectiveness ratio by dividing the calculated cost of treatment with the Ponseti method by the number of DALYs averted for unilateral and bilateral CTEV, respectively, and also calculated an average of the two.

We performed a sensitivity analysis by replacing our cost estimate with a previously published estimate of the cost of treatment with the Ponseti method in Pakistan; using the same disability weight across unilateral and bilateral CTEV; and eliminating the discounting and introducing age weighting, a factor that gives a higher value to years lived as an adult than childhood, as proposed in the WHO guidelines on cost-effectiveness analysis. The range from minimum to maximum cost-effectiveness ratios derived from sensitivity analysis was tabulated along with the average cost-effectiveness ratio.

**Patient involvement**

No patients were involved in the concept, design or outcome methods from this study.

### RESULTS

The average cost of the full Ponseti treatment was US $140 per patient—an average for patients with unilateral and bilateral CTEV in the CURE Clubfoot programmes in 12 countries in sub-Saharan Africa (table 1).

On average, treating CTEV averts 7.42 DALYs (table 2). This corresponds to an average cost-effectiveness ratio of US$22.46 per DALY averted for the Ponseti method of CTEV.

---

**Table 1** Average cost of the treatment of congenital talipes equinovarus using the Ponseti treatment method, based on CURE Clubfoot programmes in Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cost (US$ per patient)</th>
<th>Assumptions*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Staff</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting, unilateral</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30 min per foot for cast removal, assessment, recast; seven visits; two health workers each time†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brace evaluation</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20 min per visit (same for unilateral and bilateral patients); 14 brace reviews per patient; one health worker†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenotomy (staff), unilateral</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Average cost at CURE partner hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total staff cost, unilateral</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Double costs for casting and tenotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total staff cost, bilateral</strong></td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Double costs for casting and tenotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supplies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting, unilateral</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Two rolls of cast and under-cast padding per leg, at US$3.50 total; seven castings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenotomy (equipment), unilateral</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Average cost at CURE partner hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brace</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Four braces at US$15 each (not accounting for reuse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost of supplies, unilateral</strong></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Double costs for casting and tenotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost of supplies, bilateral</strong></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Double costs for casting and tenotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost, unilateral</strong></td>
<td>136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost, bilateral</strong></td>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average total cost</strong></td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data from CURE Clubfoot.
†Health worker salary estimated at US$500 per month, with a 40 hour working week, equal to roughly US$3 per hour.

---

**Table 2** Average number of avertable DALYs per patient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Duration*</th>
<th>Discount rate</th>
<th>Success rate</th>
<th>Disability weight</th>
<th>Average avertable DALYs per patient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unilateral</strong></td>
<td>58 years91</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>90%9 10</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bilateral</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>9.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Corresponds to life expectancy among infants with congenital talipes equinovarus (2:1 male to female ratio).
Using a previously published cost of US averted, without discounting and using age weighting. Surgeons in countries, and saves patients from an costs. This takes a large burden off the few doctors and areas, thus increasing access to services and reducing the the use of surgery (except for a small, percutaneous technique can easily and successfully be taught to various delaying the intervention in large parts of the world. From what we know, this study provides the first published cost-effectiveness ratio, but it has some limitations. We sought to test the robustness of our findings by doing a sensitivity analysis, but some key limitations merit further elaboration here.

First, calculations on the cost of treatment are based on a number of assumptions that are outlined in the Methods section and in table 1. Costs may vary considerably across different settings (previously published figures ranging from US$170 in Pakistan to over US $30,000 for Ponseti treatment of recurring bilateral CTEV in the USA), and depend on which expenses are included in the calculation. We included only cost at the point of care, excluding training and mentoring, infrastructure, outreach, patient education and administration, in order to facilitate comparison with other treatment modalities where such costs were also excluded. In reality, however, investment in the healthcare system plays a central role for the success of Ponseti treatment programmes as services are delivered within the existing healthcare system. The study by Hussain et al from Pakistan showed that indirect costs to the patient can be significant even when treatment is free. This constitutes one important barrier to accessing care; however, other barriers also exist such as poor transport and lack of awareness. Local data collection will help to further elucidate the costs in different settings as well as specific barriers and possible solutions.

Second, although the DALY is an established and commonly used metric for measuring death and disability incurred by specific conditions, it is an imperfect measure with its own intrinsic limitations. Since CTEV lacks a specific disability weight used for calculating the DALYs attributable to the condition, we had to use surrogate numbers (one for unilateral and another for bilateral CTEV), that were equal to those for conditions that we found to most closely resemble the level of disability caused by CTEV. Although arbitrary, this selection process is in line with the original methodology of the DALY.

Finally, it should be acknowledged that although implementing Ponseti treatment programmes in developing countries is highly cost-effective, it does raise some issues and most of these are not by any means unique to the Ponseti method. Ensuring access to treatment is one particularly difficult issue; others relate to securing funding and materials, recruiting and training staff, and inability of patients to attend follow-up visits. The alternative treatment modality, surgical correction, fares far worse in comparison.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we found the Ponseti method for the treatment of CTEV in sub-Saharan Africa to be highly cost-effective, comparing very favourably with other interventions that are commonly used in LMICs. This result adds to a growing body of evidence, suggesting that Ponseti treatment would be highly suitable for implementation in all countries. Previous studies have highlighted the safety and efficacy of the method, even in patients of delayed presentation or complex deformity. The technique can easily and successfully be taught to various levels of healthcare professionals, with success rates similar to those in high-income countries. By avoiding the use of surgery (except for a small, percutaneous incision under local or no anaesthesia), CTEV treatment with the Ponseti method can be decentralised to rural areas, thus increasing access to services and reducing the costs. This takes a large burden off the few doctors and surgeons in countries, and saves patients from an otherwise severely debilitating deformity. This has far ranging consequences in terms of individual well-being and socioeconomic participation in society.

Not only is the Ponseti method for correction of CTEV cost-effective and suitable for implementation in any setting, it has also been implemented very successfully in a number of low-income countries. Programmes like those run by CURE Clubfoot or the Uganda Sustainable Clubfoot Care Project engage ministries of health and include the development of a national strategic plan, raising of community awareness and training of local healthcare personnel. Locally-made braces and other equipment are often used and locally adapted solutions are developed to address barriers to adherence to the treatment programme; this ensures sustainability and continuous quality improvement. Yet, a recent study suggested that there is still low or no coverage of the intervention in large parts of the world.

From what we know, this study provides the first published cost-effectiveness ratio, but it has some limitations. We sought to test the robustness of our findings by doing a sensitivity analysis, but some key limitations merit further elaboration here.

First, calculations on the cost of treatment are based on a number of assumptions that are outlined in the Methods section and in table 1. Costs may vary considerably across different settings (previously published figures ranging from US$170 in Pakistan to over US $30,000 for Ponseti treatment of recurring bilateral CTEV in the USA), and depend on which expenses are included in the calculation. We included only cost at the point of care, excluding training and mentoring, infrastructure, outreach, patient education and administration, in order to facilitate comparison with other treatment modalities where such costs were also excluded. In reality, however, investment in the healthcare system plays a central role for the success of Ponseti treatment programmes as services are delivered within the existing healthcare system. The study by Hussain et al from Pakistan showed that indirect costs to the patient can be significant even when treatment is free. This constitutes one important barrier to accessing care; however, other barriers also exist such as poor transport and lack of awareness. Local data collection will help to further elucidate the costs in different settings as well as specific barriers and possible solutions.

Second, although the DALY is an established and commonly used metric for measuring death and disability incurred by specific conditions, it is an imperfect measure with its own intrinsic limitations. Since CTEV lacks a specific disability weight used for calculating the DALYs attributable to the condition, we had to use surrogate numbers (one for unilateral and another for bilateral CTEV), that were equal to those for conditions that we found to most closely resemble the level of disability caused by CTEV. Although arbitrary, this selection process is in line with the original methodology of the DALY.

Finally, it should be acknowledged that although implementing Ponseti treatment programmes in developing countries is highly cost-effective, it does raise some issues and most of these are not by any means unique to the Ponseti method. Ensuring access to treatment is one particularly difficult issue; others relate to securing funding and materials, recruiting and training staff, and inability of patients to attend follow-up visits. The alternative treatment modality, surgical correction, fares far worse in comparison.

**CONCLUSION**

We found the Ponseti method for the treatment of CTEV to be cost-effective in a low-income country setting. Our findings should be used to raise the priority...
for implementing Ponseti treatment in areas where patients are still lacking access to the life-changing intervention, with the goal to ensure that all children born with CTEV are able to live a full life, free of a preventable disability.
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